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Baluster and Fitting Catalogue 
 
History –  
Australian cast iron lacework is renown throughout the world and has its own character.  

Most of the patterns were designed and registered in our capital cities in the late 1800’s.  

It was all the rage about a hundred years ago. It is to be seen on bandstands to terrace houses, on country 

hotels and homesteads to courthouses.  

Then came a time when it was being torn down and dumped on scrap heaps. Now our heritage buildings are 

being restored to their former glory. 

Wagga Iron specialises in the supply of castings for replacement of broken or missing balusters as per our 

catalogue and other decorative and functional ironwork. This calls for skill and patience. Our craftsmen have 

the qualities needed for this high quality work. 

 

Patterns – 

Overleaf we list details of our balusters, giving approximate dimensions and weights against reference 

numbers that refer to the photographs for identification purposes. 

Wagga Iron has a wide range of patterns for balusters; some new additions may not list in this catalogue. If 

you are trying to match a specific pattern please forward a photo of the design in case we have the pattern. If 

the foundry can’t supply your specific design, we can faithfully re-create a casting from an original supplied 

by yourself. 

 

Replacements –  

It is to be remembered that iron contracts on cooling of the metal. This means that the balusters moulded 

from your original used as a pattern will be up to 1% smaller than the original. This is particularly important 

if a broken baluster in a line with others is being replaced, for any ‘rails’ of the pattern will not line up. This 

problem can be overcome. If new balusters are to form a separate section this matter is of little importance, 

as all the balusters will be identical. 

 

Handrail –  

We also stock steel handrail, “Bread loaf’ formed handrail, for fastening to the tops of the balusters. This 

lends strength to the balustrade, allows comfort for one’s hands resting on the handrail, and is functional, as 

rain will not collect on the handrail.  

The balusters are cast fitted with pins and/ or lugs ( drill to the size of fitting screws.) for easy attachment. 

Some patterns may come with pins top and bottom. Please ask staff about attachment configuration when 

ordering and consult with your builder as lugs can be added to patterns in preference to pins prior to casting. 

If timber handrail is to be used, the timber can be recessed longitudinally underneath to accommodate a steel 

flat fastened to the balusters. The top is to be rounded to allow rain to run off the timber. Any collection of 

water there eventually would cause the timber to rot. 

 

Spacing –  

Gaps between balusters are not to exceed 125mm. Building Authorities stipulate this to prevent children 

climbing through gaps. A copy of the Regulations is supplied in this document. 

 

 

 

 



                        

 

REF DESCRIPTION  SIDED WIDTH HT WT NOTES 

     mm  mm  kg    

             

1  Balustrade panel  double 755  860  18.6 H   

2  Fence Panel  single 765  395  14.1 H   

3  Balustrade panel  double 785  790  26.0 H   

4         "          "      " 790  750  17.0 H   

5         "          "  single 350  730  16.6 H   

6         "          "      " 425  730  12.0 H   

7  baluster  double 160  810  5.2 H  Suitable for Stairs 

7A  Baluster  Double 160  875   H  Suitable for stairs 

8  balustrade panel  single 205  835  6.6 G   

9         "          "      " 205  820  5.6 G   

10         "          "      " 375  830  14.8 G   

11         "          "      " 375  830  14.1 G   

12         "          "      " 445  875  15.7 G   

13         "          "      " 475  830  16.0 G   

14         "          "  double 580  835  17.4 G   

15         "          "  single 445  805  10.0 G   

16         "          "      " 595  820  19.2 H   

17  balustrade panel  single 460  870  16.8 G   

17         "          "  double 460  870  27.0 G   

18         "          "  single 595  820  17.8 G   

19         "          "  single 440  835  13.6 G   

20         "          "      " 595  820  18.6 G  Extended version available 900 mm 

21         "          "      " 530  845  16.2 H   

22         "          "  double 585  825  23.2 G   

23         "          "  single 510  840  16.2 G   

24         "          "      " 595  860  15.2 G   

25         "          "      " 455  810  12.4 G  Has a matching newel  67 

26         "          "      " 365  840  15.4 G   

27         "          "      " 435  835  15.4 G   

28         "          "  double 380  780  15.8 G   

29         "          "  single 510  865  13.4 H   

30  Baluster  / newel      " 130  805  2.2 G  Matches 15. 

31       "             “  double 145  835  6.6 G   

32       "            “      " 45  825  3.0 G   

33   balustrade panel      " 515  840  20.4 G   

34         "           "  single 620  825  19.0 G   

35         "           "      " 515  840  22.0 G   

36         "           "  double 275  880  8.0 H   

37         "           "      " 280  880  8.4 H   

38         "           "  single 350  855  14.0 H   

39         "           "      " 410  883  13.6 G  Extended version available 948 mm 

40         "           "      " 430  850  15.6 G   

41         "           "      " 565  845  18.4 G   

42         "           "  double 390  815  11.0 G   

43         "           "  single 345  825  11.2 G   

44         "           "      " 460  755  13.4 G   

45         "           "  double 500  785  16.2 H   

46         "           "      " 490  775  20.0 G   

47         "           "      " 380  790  12.5 G   

48         "           "  single 190  775  4.0 G   

49        “            “  Double 500  840   H  Hollow back 



                        

50        “           “               Single 185  765   H  Curved panel 90mm 

51       “            “  Single 430  890   H  Matches Fr  77,78,79 

52       “             “  Single 460  805   G   

53        “            “   380  815   H  Lugs top/bottom 

54  NEWEL  Single 80  830   G  4 on a board 

55  Balustrade panel  Double 625  870   H  Lge panel 

56  Fence Panel   1090  660   H   

57  Balustrade Panel  D 635  945   H   

58  Balustrade & Newel  S 510  880   G  Baluster 

58    S 100  880   G  Newel 

60  Baluster  S 590  830   G   

61  Newel  S 90  810   H   

62  Newel  D 105  840   H  
Kanga / Koala 
Suitable for Stairs 

63  
Stair balustrade 
panel  Double 610  780   G  

Matches Bal 64 
Mosman- Atherton 

64  Balustrade  Double 610  880   G  Matches  Bal 63 

65  Fence panel        H   

66  Balustrade  Single 550  895   G  Extended, lugs top / bottom 

67  Newel  Single   810   G  Newel for Baluster 25 
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Additional Information for Customers – Council Building Regulations 

 

Balustrades, Handrails & Stairs 

 

A balustrade is a vertical up stand which protects users of a building next to a vertical displacement between 

horizontal building surfaces or on the side of a stair. Balustrading is required to comply with the BCA and be 

stiff enough to withstand exerted pressure. Balustrade may have a handrail over. The Building Code of 

Australia Parts 3.9.1 and 3.9.2, Volume 2 and Australian Standard 1170.1 are written to ensure building that 

enables people to move safely between different levels of the building using stairs or ramps. 

To prevent people from falling, a continuous balustrade or barrier must be provided alongside any stairway 

or ramp, any floor, corridor, hallway, balcony, verandah, mezzanine or path of access to a building if it is not 

bounded by a wall or any level more than 1 m above adjoining floor or finished ground level. It is important 

to note that the measurement of the height of the balustrade or barrier is from the finished floor surface. 

Finishes such as ceramic tiles and even carpet can make a significant difference to the finished floor height. 

  

The Height of a Balustrade or Barrier Must Not be Less Than 

 •1m above the floor of any access path, balcony, landing where it is not bounded by a wall and its level 

above the surface is 1m or more than 4m where a person is able to fall through an open window 

•865mm above the floor of a landing to a stair or ramp where the balustrade or other barrier is provided 

along the inside edge of the landing and is not more than 500mm long. 

A transition zone may be incorporated where the balustrade or barrier height changes from 865mm on the 

stair flight or ramp to 1m at the landing. 

To Comply with Requirements of Acceptable Construction Practice Stairs Should Not Have 

 •more than 18 risers in a flight of steps to ensure that people negotiate a limited number of steps before a 

landing is installed so they can rest 

 •more than 3 winders in a ¼ landing where the going of the winders to either ¼ or ½ landings may differ 

from the remainder of the flight however they must be consistent within the landing and not varied 

individually: 

•a riser opening greater than 125mm 

•a going less than 240mm for a straight flight of steps 

The maximum gradient of a ramp should not exceed 1:8  and the floor surface must be non-slip. 

Balustrades or barriers should be constructed such that a person cannot fall over or through them while at the 

same time restricting a child crawling through them. Openings in balustrades or barriers must be constructed 

so that any opening does not permit a 125mm sphere to pass through it where for stairs this space is tested 

above the nosing line. 

A barrier should be strong enough to resist collapse should a person fall or lean against it. A balustrade or 

barrier must be designed to take loading forces in accordance with AS 1170.1 which requires that a 

balustrade or barrier should be structurally adequate to withstand a point load of 0.6kN and an evenly 

distributed load of 0.4kN applied inward, outward, or downward on the handrail. These design loads are 

intended to ensure that the barrier is rigid enough to withstand a person falling against it without collapsing 

(point load) and suitably rigid and strong enough not to collapse should people lean against the barrier 

(distributed load). The handrail must also be able to withstand wind loads particularly where a solid panel is 

used externally.  

In weather or moisture exposed applications, handrails, posts, newels, balusters and infill should either be 

naturally durable Class1 or Class2 timber species such as Blackbutt, spotted gum, ironbark, jarrah, merbau, 

or kwila with any sapwood present treated to H3 standard. Alternatively, preservative treated softwood 

should be treated to H3 standard or higher and should comply with AS 1604. Ideally, the timber should be 

free of any major strength reducing features and be straight. 

All metal connectors including nails, screws, bolts and brackets should be a minimum of hot dipped 

galvanised or for screws, Class 3 corrosion resistance as per AS3566. For coastal environments subject to 

airborne salts deposition, stainless steel or equivalent corrosion resistance metal connections should be used. 

Nail holes should be stopped with exterior grade wood filler. Dirt or any loose material should be removed 

prior to coating. All timber-to-timber interfaces for all joints should have a seal coating of preservative 

formulation and all surfaces, ends and joints should be primed prior to assembly with a quality solvent based 



                        

alkaloid primer or stain in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. Two final top coats of exterior 

paint or stain should then be applied in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. 

For floors more than 4m above ground, any horizontal elements within the balustrade or barrier between 

150mm and 760mm above floor must not facilitate climbing. To prevent this ideally, the balustrade should 

have vertical members spaced no more than the maximum opening or be a solid panel barrier. 

 

 Handrail and Barrier Heights Must Not be Less Than 

 •1m above the floor access path, balcony or landing 

•865mm above the nosing of the stair 

•A transition zone may be incorporated where the balustrade or barrier height changes from 865mm on the 

stair flight or ramp to 1m at the landing 

 •Posts are to be spaced maximally at 1.8m 

 •Wire must be stainless steel with a minimum diameter of 3.2mm 

 •Maximum wire spacing is 100mm 

 •Intermediate droppers are to be fitted at a maximum 9oomm between posts and secured top and bottom 

 •Tensioners are to be placed on each strand of wire at each change of direction of 30 degrees or more 

 •A solid handrail is required of steel tubing with a minimum diameter of 40mm or timber as per the Timber 

framing Code AS 1684.2 1999. 

 

 

 

 

Baluster Fittings: 

 

The Wagga Iron Foundry supplies both top and bottom rail fittings and decorative feet to support the bottom 

rail to attain the legal requirements specified by Council Building Regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Handrail Top Bread Loaf and Bottom 

Rail 25 x 50mm RHS fixing brackets 

and Decorative foot  


